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Where I’m from 

 

I am from playing soccer in the backyard during hot days  

To wanting to play in front 100,000s of thousands of people chanting my name 

From not caring a lot to giving it my all and becoming one of my favorite sports 

To not being the greatest to being one of the best on my team. 

 

I am from swimming five times a week in the small local pool 

To dreaming of swimming in an Olympic sized one. 

From smelling like chlorine to having indents from the tight googles and swim caps   

To starting in the slow lane to joining the fast lanes after hours and hours of giving it my all. 

From ending my long winter season a little early  

To adding an extra 2 weeks because of making the state team. 

 

I am from a big and loud family that loves holidays 

I am from making hot steamy tamales late at night during the Christmas season 

To going to mass at 7:00 pm on Christmas Eve to celebrating the birth of Jesus 

And staying up past midnight on Christmas Eve to opening presents, hearing the laughter throughout  

The room who are always the last ones to show up and ones of the last to leave. 

Once you enter our family you are embraced with love, you are forever apart of us. 

 

I am from planes high in the sky, soaring through the clouds 

To climbing high above the clouds and seeing the golden sunrise peeking through the clouds. 

To swimming with turtles and fishes below the crystal clear ocean waters. 

From taking risks and jumping off a tall water fall into freezing cold water below. 



To exploring and experiencing the majestic world around me. 

 

I am from meeting up at the four corners on our block  

From hearing our chains and laughter as we ride through the streets 

To playing hours of backyard sports, like football, baseball, soccer and basketball  

Till the street lights turn on and the fireflies blink around us 

From making memories and friendships that last a lifetime. 

 

 


